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The shape of flux profiles of gradual solar energetic particle (SEP) events depends on several not well-understood factors, such as the
strength of the associated shock, the relative position of the observer in space with respect to the traveling shock, the existence of a back-
ground seed particle population, the interplanetary conditions for particle transport, as well as the particle energy. Here, we focus on two
of these factors: the influence of the shock strength and the relative position of the observer. We performed a 3D simulation of the prop-
agation of a coronal/interplanetary CME-driven shock in the framework of ideal MHD modeling. We analyze the passage of this shock
by nine spacecraft located at 0.4 AU (Mercury’s orbit) and at different longitudes and latitudes. We study the evolution of the plasma
conditions in the shock front region magnetically connected to each spacecraft, that is the region of the shock front scanned by the “cob-
point” (Heras et al., 1995), as the shock propagates away from the Sun. Particularly, we discuss the influence of the latitude of the obser-
ver on the injection rate of shock-accelerated particles and, hence, on the resulting proton flux profiles to be detected by each spacecraft.
 2010 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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After an initial suggestion by Evenson et al. (1982), in
late 1980s it became clear that the interplanetary compo-
nent of gradual solar energetic particle (SEP) events is
more important than the solar component itself. This
implies that the large-scale topology of interplanetary
shocks plays a key role in the development of gradual
SEP events and that their time-intensity profiles display
an organization with respect to the heliolongitude of the
solar parent event (e.g., Cane et al., 1988; Domingo
et al., 1989; Reames, 1990; Richardson et al., 1991). The
observed intensity profiles are understood as a superposi-
tion of particles continuously accelerated at the sun-out-0273-1177/$36.00  2010 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights rese
doi:10.1016/j.asr.2010.03.021
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later on by their subsequent propagation along the inter-
planetary magnetic field (IMF). In this sense, we talk about
the efficiency of the shock as injector of accelerated parti-
cles (Heras et al., 1992). Heras et al. (1992, 1995) simulated
several SEP events showing how this shock efficiency
evolves, both because the shock propagates and expands
and because the magnetic connection of the observer to
the front of the shock moves eastward along its front.
Therefore, different intensity profiles result from different
relative locations of the observer with respect to the nose
of the shock. So, these profiles depend on the magnetic
connection between the observer and the front of the
shock.
The concept of observer-shock front magnetic connec-
tion was first explicitly considered in modeling by Heras
et al. (1995). It was named “cobpoint” (Connecting withrved.
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solar root of an IMF line), but with the difference that
the cobpoint is associated with an interplanetary mobile
source of particles. Thus, at a given time, for a given posi-
tion of the interplanetary shock, observers in space located
at different radial distances or heliolongitudes will define
different cobpoints in the shock front (see, for example,
Lario et al., 1998; Aran et al., 2007).
In addition to the heliolongitude and the particles
energy range, there are other factors that play a role in
determining the shape of the time-intensity profiles of
SEP events: the strength of the shock, its evolution (size,
velocity and shape) and the presence of a seed particle pop-
ulation to be further accelerated, as well as the conditions
of the particle transport in interplanetary space (e.g., Cane
et al., 1988; Lario et al., 1998; Kahler, 2001). Cane and
Lario (2006) provided a list of elements that future SEP
models should include; among them, 3D MHD simulations
of the shock, starting close to the Sun (i.e., at few solar
radii).
This paper presents an insight in part of these items,
mainly addressing the potential relevance of the heliocen-
tric latitude (i.e., latitudinal angular location of the
observer with respect to the interplanetary shock) and
the evolution of the shock strength at the cobpoint. A
first attempt discussing the variations of the conditions
of the particle acceleration at traveling shocks was pre-
sented by Manchester et al. (2005). Nevertheless, the
influence of the latitude has not been quantitatively con-
sidered in simulations of gradual SEP events yet, essen-
tially because most of the MHD codes used until now
to model shocks associated with gradual SEP events are
1D, 2D or 2.5D MHD codes (e.g., Li et al., 2005; Aran
et al., 2007; Verkhoglyadova et al., 2009). The scarce
number of attempts to simulate SEP events using 3D
MHD models for CME propagation have been applied
to near-ecliptic SEP observations (e.g., Sokolov et al.,
2004; Luhmann et al., 2007). The evolution near the
Sun of the shock variables at the cobpoint is important
to reproduce the prompt phase of many gradual events,
specially for west and central meridian events and at high
energies.
Specifically, we simulate a 3D CME-driven shock and
we follow its evolution up to 100 R. We analyze some
plasma variables and quantify their jumps (downstream-
to-upstream ratios) across the shock front at the cobpoint
position of nine virtual spacecraft situated at 86 R, at
three different longitudes and latitudes. Our aim is to study
the influence of the strength of the shock on the injection
rate of shock-accelerated particles and, thus, on the result-
ing SEP flux profiles. Section 2 describes the MHD model
used to simulate the shock, the background solar wind
adopted and the initial conditions assumed for the CME
perturbation. Section 3 shows the procedure used in the
analysis of the plasma variables at the cobpoint position.
Section 4 presents the results and the discussion, and in
Section 5 we give the conclusions.2. The 3D MHD shock simulation
We use the Versatile Advection Code (To´th, 1996), a
finite volume shock capturing code working on structured
grids, to perform a 3D MHD simulation of the CME-dri-
ven shock. The ideal MHD equations are solved in spher-
ical coordinates and the computational domain extends
from 1 to 220 R in the radial direction from the Sun, r,
from 90 to 90 in latitude, h, and from 0 to 360 in lon-
gitude, u. The grid resolution is of 1104  95  184 points
including four ghost-cells for each direction and it has an
accumulation of cells towards the Sun and towards the
equator. The radial step varies from dr ¼ 0:02 R near 1
R to dr ¼ 0:24 R from 30 R on; this high resolution
is necessary to get a good capture of the shock structure.
The grid in the h-direction also varies from a maximum
angular step near the poles, dh ¼ 3:88, to a minimum
value at the equator, dh ¼ 0:8. In the /-direction the grid
is uniform, with d/ ¼ 2. Divergence-free magnetic field is
guaranteed at all time by using the vector potential at the
nodes according to the constrained transport method
(Evans and Hawley, 1988).
The initial condition for the axisymmetric background
solar wind is the hydrodynamic solution of Parker
(1958), with a supplementary dipolar magnetic field of
2.10  105 nT at the poles. As the initial solution relaxes
to reach the steady state, the original magnetic dipole con-
figuration is lost and regions of open and closed field lines
develop. The ratio of the specific heats is set to c ¼ 5=3 and
the initial conditions at the solar base ð1 RÞ are:
q0 ¼ 1:67 1016 g cm3; T 0 ¼ 1:50 106 K, and
X0 ¼ 2:77 106 rad s1 for the solar angular velocity. In
order to reproduce a fast and a slow solar wind regime,
an additional heating term in the energy equation has to
be considered (Groth et al., 2000). We adopt for this term
the expressions given by Manchester et al. (2004a,b), fre-
quently used in simulations (Lugaz et al., 2005a,b; Jacobs
et al., 2007).
Fig. 1 presents several solar wind profiles as a function
of the radial distance (left) and of the latitude (right). From
top to bottom the three panels display the magnetic field,
B, number density, n, and radial velocity, tr, profiles. Each
panel shows three curves, corresponding to latitudes:
h ¼ 22, the latitude of the CME-launch direction (see
below), h ¼ 7, approximately the maximum latitude of
the ecliptic plane and h ¼ 45. In the bottom panel, two
regimes of solar wind can be clearly differentiated: a fast
regime (600–800 km s1) at high latitudes and a slow
regime (400 km s1) near the equator. The three right
panels show the dependence of the same variables with lat-
itude at 15 R.
To simulate the CME-driven shock, we use a density-
driven pulse to trigger the CME (Jacobs, 2007). The shock
is generated by superimposing a high-density plasma blob
on the background solar wind, with a certain velocity tcme
in a given direction ðhcme;ucmeÞ. The velocity and density
profiles of the initial disturbance are given by
Fig. 1. Left panels: B, n and tr profiles for the background solar wind as a function of the radial position for three latitudes: 45 (solid line); 22 (dotted
line); 7 (dashed line). Right panels: The same profiles as in the left panels but displayed as a function of the latitude at r = 15 R.
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1 cos p dcme  d
dcme
 
; ð1Þ
where X indicates density or radial velocity, and X cme its
maximum value inside the blob; d is the distance to the cen-
ter of the blob and dcme is its radius (see Jacobs et al. (2005;
Jacobs, 2007), for more details).
The center of the initial plasma blob is situated at 2.5 R
and it is launched in direction ðhcme ¼ 22;ucme ¼ 142Þ. We
assume dcme ¼ 0:75 R; qcme ¼ 7 108 cm3 and tcme ¼
3500 km s1. These values yield a total mass of 1.4 
1017 g and a kinetic energy of 2.5  1033 erg; both quan-
tities are within the range of estimated values for fast
CMEs (Vourlidas et al., 2002; Manchester et al., 2006,
2008; Colaninno and Vourlidas, 2009). As a guide, one
run from the Sun up to 100 R takes about 48,000 h of
elapsed time using 440 processors of the VIC cluster at
the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven.3. The cobpoint and shock-normal calculation procedure
The evolution of the simulated shock is followed up to
100 R, as seen by nine observers located at 86 R from
the Sun (0.4 AU) and placed at three different longitudes
and latitudes. We use the Heliocentric Earth Equatorial
(HEE) system of reference (Hapgood, 1992) to identify
the position of the observer. The X-axis is the intersection
between the solar equator and the central meridian as seen
from the Earth, the Z-axis is the rotation axis of the Sun.
The Y-axis is perpendicular to both on them in the equato-
rial plane, completing the right-handed system. For exam-
ple, in this reference system an observer placed in the
direction of the launch of the CME (i.e., the same directionas the nose of the shock driven by the CME) has the coor-
dinates: N22W00.
In longitude, we place three observers 45 westward and
30 eastward from the nose of the shock, and other three in
the same longitude as the CME-launch direction; thus, at
W45, E30 and W00 longitude, respectively. In latitude,
three observers are placed at the same latitude as the
CME leading direction, h ¼ 22, they are the N22 observ-
ers. Other three observers are placed 15 northward of this
direction and three more 15 southward. So, they are N37
and N07 observers, respectively.
In short, the nine observers are located at N37W45,
N22W45, N07W45, N37W00, N22W00, N07W00,
N37E30, N22E30 and N07E30, with the CME launched
in the N22W00 direction. In this way we can evaluate the
values of the plasma and magnetic field variables upstream,
at the passage and downstream of the shock front, as well
as their changes due to the vantage position of the observ-
ers. Fig. 2 shows these observers as colored solid circles
under three different 3D perspectives.
The spiral IMF line passing through each observer is
constructed from the MHD simulation. Starting from the
observer’s position, we search for the cobpoint location
along the IMF line by requiring a radial velocity threshold
of 1% over the background solar wind, that is
n ¼ ðtr  trswÞ=trsw > 0:01. We considered different values
for this threshold (from 0.01% to 0.5%), concluding that
the adopted value is a good choice because, for the set of
studied observers, the differences in distance found in the
identification of the cobpoint position are small (in aver-
age, smaller than 0.04 R and only for one case 0.5 R).
Fig. 2 shows three different views of one snapshot of the
shock simulation 4.95 h after the CME launch, as well as
the situation of the nine observers. Top left and top right
Fig. 2. Three views of a snapshot of the 3D simulation after t = 4.95 h. Top left: the XY plane; top right: the XZ plane; bottom: 3D frontal view. The
dark-grey isosurface indicates n ¼ 0:01 (see the text). The gray slice shows the ecliptic plane, the Sun is located by the yellow point and the black line
indicates the CME propagation direction. The color code for the nine observers, their corresponding IMF lines and cobpoints are given in the text.
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bottom panel displays a 3D frontal view of the simulation.
The dark-gray surface indicates the regions of the CME
where the relative radial velocity coincides with the thresh-
old value. This surface marks the spatial boundary of the
front of the expanding interplanetary shock. The black lineindicates the CME propagation direction. The yellow point
shows the location of the Sun and the gray disc the ecliptic
plane. Colored solid circles indicate the position of the nine
observers, the color lines their IMF lines and the colored
open circles the location of their corresponding cobpoints.
The color code for the nine observers is as follows:
2144 R. Rodrı´guez-Gase´n et al. / Advances in Space Research 47 (2011) 2140–2151N37W45, brown; N22W45, pink; N07W45, dark-gray;
N37W00, red; N22W00, green; N07W00, blue; N37E30,
cyan; N22E30, purple; N07E30, orange.
Once the cobpoint has been identified, it is necessary to
determine the direction of the shock normal, n^, at this
point, in order to further calculate the plasma jumps across
the shock front. To compute n^ we can figure out that the
simulated shock reproduces a real interplanetary shock,
with the observer located at the cobpoint when the shock
front sweeps its position. Hence, it is necessary to find a
“downstream point” (in real cases the downstream region
is chosen after visual inspection), where the values of the
plasma variables and magnetic field have to be picked up.
As first estimate, we search for it along the radial direction
from the cobpoint, moving on toward the Sun; the first
point where the derivative of the relative radial velocity is
smaller than 20% of the maximum value of this derivative
along the radial line, is chosen as first approach- or tempa-
tive-downstream point.
Near the nose of the shock the plasma jumps derived
directly from observations might probably be quite similar
to those derived in the normal direction, but this may not
be true when the cobpoint is too distant from the central
part of the shock (either in longitude or latitude). Then,
we can use any of the various and well documented existing
methods to determine the shock-normal direction (e.g.,
Vin˜as and Scudder, 1986; Szabo, 1994; Berdichevsky
et al., 2000; Lin et al., 2006; Koval and Szabo, 2008 and
references quoted there). We have selected five of them:
(i) the magnetic field coplanarity method, MC (Colburn
and Sonett, 1966); (ii) the velocity coplanarity method,
VC (Abraham-Shrauner, 1972); and (iii) the three mixed
methods, MD1, MD2 and MD3, of Abraham-Shrauner
and Yun (1976). The MC and VC methods show limita-
tions due to the adopted assumptions, and the MD meth-
ods fail when the shock is perpendicular and they give
poor results for quasi-perpendicular shocks (see more
details, for example, in Koval and Szabo, 2008). The most
robust method is the MD3, where n^ is derived from
n^ ¼  ððBd
! Bu
! Þ  ðtd!  tu!ÞÞ  ðBu
! Bd
! Þ
jððBd
! Bu
! Þ  ðtd!  tu!ÞÞ  ðBu
! Bd
! Þj
; ð2Þwhere the subscripts u and d refer to upstream and down-
stream values, respectively. Note that we calculate the nor-
mal direction to the shock front directed Sunward, hence,
in the opposite sense of the plasma flow.
The method developed by Vin˜as and Scudder (1986) and
Szabo (1994) is the most comprehensive method for shock
parameter determination from single spacecraft magnetic
field and plasma observations (Koval and Szabo, 2008).
But this technique is currently only applicable to single-
point shock measurements as visual inspection is needed;
thus, it is not adapted yet for automatic application to hun-
dreds of points (cobpoints) at the front of a simulated
shock. Therefore, here we applied the five aforementionedmethods to determine the shock normal at the cobpoint,
mainly relaying on the outputs given by the MD3 method.
As an example of the performed procedure, Fig. 3 shows
the calculated IMF line (red trace), the location of the cob-
point (black solid circle) and the shock normal directions
obtained by using the five methods previously described
(color coded as described in the top central insert of the
two large images), for the N22W00 observer (brown solid
circle) and for a snapshot of the simulation at t = 4.95 h.
Top large image is a 2D view of the XY plane and the color
scale represents tr-contours for the slice corresponding to
the Z-coordinate of the cobpoint. Bottom large image is
a view of the XZ plane with the tr-contours for the slice
corresponding to the Y-coordinate of the cobpoint (this fig-
ure is mirrored with respect to the top image in order to
better show the computed normals and the observer–Sun
line). The two small figures are zoomed out views of the
respective figures to quantify the radial distances involved.
The maximum angle between two of these five normals is
smaller than 2, and smaller than 0.1 within the normals
calculated using the MD methods. This behavior holds
for the other eight observers, being the maximum angular
difference between two of these normals smaller than 1.2
at a given cobpoint for the N22W45 observer.
Once the shock normal direction is determined, we look
for the definitive “downstream point” searching along the
normal line, from the cobpoint toward the Sun. This down-
stream point is the first point after the cobpoint where
velocity and density start decreasing.
The final step of this procedure is to calculate the
upstream-to-downstream ratio across the shock front, for
any plasma variable of the simulation we are interested
to study (the velocity, density and magnetic field ratios or
the hBn angle, for example). Note that, as these quantities
are calculated in the normal direction at the cobpoint, we
are implicitly assuming that the spatial structure of the
shock does not change significantly for short periods of
time (as accepted for observations with only one space-
craft). In the next section we present part of the results
obtained, mainly focusing in the normalized radial velocity
jump, VR = trðdÞtrðuÞ  1, being trðuÞ and trðdÞ the radial veloc-
ity at the upstream and downstream point, respectively.
This is the variable used in our 2D or 2.5D MHD shock-
and-particle model to quantify the strength of the shock
at the cobpoint (see, for example, Heras et al., 1995; Lario
et al., 1998; Aran et al., 2007, for more details). These cal-
culations have been performed on the SGI Altix 3700
machine of the CESCA (Centre de Supercomputacio´ de
Catalunya) supercomputing center.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Solar wind plasma and interplanetary magnetic field
evolution
Fig. 4 shows from top to bottom the evolution of B, n
and tr of the solar wind as measured for each one of the
Fig. 3. Two views of the same snapshot as the previous figure. Top: a general (right) and a zoomed (left) view of the XY plane; bottom: the same for the
XZ plane. Contours of plasma radial velocity are color coded as indicated in the top right bars. The Sun is the yellow point. The brown point marks the
position of the N22W00 observer and the red line its IMF line. The cobpoint is drawn in black. The black line indicates the CME propagation direction.
The rest of the colored lines show the different normal directions obtained from applying the methods described in the text; the top horizontal insert
identifies each method with a color.
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occurs between 5 and 13 h after the launch of the CME,
depending on the position of each observer (despite that
all of them are located at 86 R). Left, middle and right
vertical panels correspond, respectively, to observers
located at W45, W00 and E30 longitude. In each panel,
the solid, dotted and dashed lines correspond to the N37,
N22 and N07 observers’ latitude, respectively, as labeled.As can be seen, the background or upstream plasma and
IMF conditions differ due to the change of the magnetic
field and solar wind density and velocity with latitude
(see also Fig. 1). As a consequence of the changes in the
solar wind velocity, the longitude of the cobpoint also
changes with the latitudinal position of the observer.
Table 1 displays the location at the shock front where the
first magnetic connection between the observer and the
Fig. 4. From top to bottom: evolution of B, n and tr as seen by the nine observers described in the text. Each column shows the longitude of the observer
and each style of line represents its latitude, as labeled. The dotted curves of the two top panels in the middle column had been reduced by the factor
specified in the plot.
Table 1
Location of the first magnetic connection of each observer with the shock front.
h ¼ 7 h ¼ 22 h ¼ 37
W45 W00 E30 W45 W00 E30 W45 W00 E30
N07W23 N07E23 N07E53 N22W23 N22E22 N22E52 N37W30 N37E16 N37E46
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ver), as derived from the MHD model. Differences in the
cobpoint longitude in the first connection between N07
and N37 observers, with the same longitude, are of about
7.
In addition to these variations, due to the solar wind
velocity variation in latitude, the shock itself travels at dif-
ferent velocities depending on the latitude (and longitude).
This makes the relative cobpoint positions of the different
observers change with time as the shock expands into the
interplanetary medium. Furthermore, the cobpoint loca-
tion also depends on the direction in which the shock prop-
agates and on the curvature of the front in latitude (andlongitude). In the same way as wide and narrow CMEs
exist (and their driven shocks), it could happen that a
shock is narrower in latitude than in longitude with respect
to its nose (or vice versa); nature does not distinguish
between them. We obtain the position of the cobpoint from
the MHD model following the procedure described in the
previous section.
The shock arrives first to the central meridian observers
(middle column of Fig. 4) for which their cobpoints scan
the central regions of the shock front: (i) from approxi-
mately 23 to the left up to the nose of the shock, for the
case of the N07W00 observer, and (ii) from 22 and
16 for the other two central meridian observers,
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shortest transit time of the shock from the Sun corresponds
to the observer located in the same direction as the nose of
the shock, N22W00; this is a straightforward result from
the fact that this is the CME-launch direction (where the
maximum initial momentum is directed to), being the cen-
tral region of the shock front the fastest region. Only
10 min later the shock arrives to the observer with the high-
est latitude, N37W00, and 41 min later to the observer at
N07W00. The reason of this difference is that the back-
ground solar wind speeds for these observers are quite dif-
ferent: 626, 422 and 380 km s1 for the N37, N22 and N07
observers, respectively. In the case of the western (eastern)
observers their cobpoint scans the right (left) wing of the
shock as it expands into the interplanetary space. For these
observers (see left and right columns of Fig. 4), the higher is
their latitude the earlier the shock reaches them because of
the higher background speed of the solar wind. Moreover,
the difference on the arrival times among observers placed
at the same heliocentric longitude increases with increasing
longitude separation from the nose of the shock.
The increase observed in magnetic field intensity, solar
wind density and velocity at the shock front passage (i.e.,
the jump in the plasma variables) by each spacecraft is lar-
ger for the central meridian observers at all latitudes. This
just means that the shock strength is higher for longitudes
close to the nose of the shock, as already reported in differ-
ent studies (e.g., Smith and Dryer, 1990; Heras et al., 1995;
Aran et al., 2005). If we compare the three central meridian
events (middle column of Fig. 4), the downstream-to-
upstream magnetic field ratios derived for the N37W00
and N07W00 observers are 2.5 and 2.1, respectively.
These values are within the range of values reported from
Helios observations at 0.4 AU (Volkmer and Neugebauer,
1985). The observer placed at the nose of the shock (at the
time of the shock arrival), N22W00, shows the maximum
magnetic field compression, with a downstream value of
81 nT, which is also a reasonable value. For instance,
the Helios-1 spacecraft was located at 0.36 AU during the
shock passage of the event on May 7 1978 and at
0.40 AU at the passage of the shock associated with the
SEP event on June 8 1980. The downstream magnetic field
values recorded in these events are about 72 and 67 nT,
respectively. In the SEP event on April 28 1978, Helios-1
(at 0.31 AU) measured 108 nT just after the shock cross-
ing. Note that the upstream magnetic field for these events
varied between 30 and 40 nT and hence the background
field of the model (that varies in latitude from 8 to
12 nT) underestimates by a factor of approximately three
the actual background IMF intensity. This leads to obtain
a magnetic field ratio across the shock of 6.7 instead of
2.3, if the background field intensity value were closer
to that observed.
The central panel of Fig. 4 shows the particle density
recorded at the three central meridian observers. The
upstream solar wind number density varies from
100 cm3 for the highest latitude to 220 cm3 near theecliptic plane. At 1 AU, near the ecliptic plane ðh ¼ 7Þ,
the model gives a density of n  37 cm3, a factor 7
higher than the usually observed value (5 cm3). This,
together with the fact that we have introduced a high-den-
sity and high-velocity initial blob, explains these too high
densities at the shock passage for the central meridian
observers. Furthermore, a contribution to this density
(and magnetic field) increase just behind the shock may
also come from the existence of an indentation in the shock
front, formed as a consequence of the bimodal structure of
the background solar wind, as described by Manchester
et al. (2005).
The bottom panel of the middle column of Fig. 4 shows
the evolution of the solar wind radial velocity for these
same observers. The values measured at the shock arrival
are good taking into account that the CME is very fast,
and consequently, it pushes ahead a very fast interplane-
tary forward shock. For example, in the case of the SEP
event on October 28, 2003, the solar wind speed reached
values close to 2000 km s1 just after the shock passage
(Lario et al., 2008). The normalized radial velocity jump
across the shock, VR, for the N22W00 observer is 3.8,
and for the northern and southern observers are 1.8 and
2.3, respectively. Note that the solar wind velocity matches
the velocity values observed either at 1 AU and at 0.4 AU.
There are not significant differences when comparing the
jumps obtained at different latitudes for the W45 observers
(left column in Fig. 4) and for the E30 observers (right col-
umn in Fig. 4).
4.2. Evolution of VR and SEP flux profiles
Lario et al. (1998) determined an empirical relation
between the injection rate of shock-accelerated protons at
the cobpoint position, Q, and the radial velocity jump
across the shock, VR : log Q / VR. This QðVRÞ relation
has allowed us to generate proton intensity profiles as seen
at different locations in the heliosphere (e.g., Lario et al.,
1998; Aran et al., 2007) and to generate the tool SOLPEN-
CO (Aran et al., 2006, 2008), a first step towards the predic-
tion of SEP event intensities and fluences in space weather.
Fig. 5 illustrates the evolution of VR for the nine observers.
As in Fig. 4, the three panels show, from left to right, the
evolution of VR for the W45, W00 and E30 observers,
respectively. The solid, dotted and dashed lines correspond
to the N37, N22 and N07 locations.
For the central meridian observers the first connection
with the shock front occurs very early in the event, i.e.,
in the first 30 min after the launch of the CME. It is estab-
lished when the shock is close to the Sun, from 4.8 R for
the N37 observer to 6.0 R for the N07 observer (note that
this is much closer to the Sun than 18 R), and also close to
the shock nose in longitude (<23, see Table 1). At this time
the values of VR for the three observers are very high, from
7.1 to 8.2. Then, VR decreases rapidly in the first 2–3 h,
within r  34 R to r  40 R from the Sun. This implies
that the injection rate on shock-accelerated particles at the
Fig. 5. Evolution of VR at the cobpoint for the nine observers described in the text. Each column shows the longitude of the observer and each type of line
represents its latitude, as labeled.
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event and it will take place near the Sun, as expected for a
good connection between the observer and the shock front.
Moreover, depending on the latitude the values of VR can
be quite different, and thus those of the injection rate (as we
quantify below).
For the western events (left panel of Fig. 5), VR resem-
bles that of the central meridian events. The first magnetic
connection for the N07 and N22 observers is established at
N07W23 and N22W23, respectively, and the initial values
of VR are similar to the ones of the corresponding central
meridian event. The lower value of VR attained for the
northern observer comes from the fact that its first mag-
netic connection is established at N37W30. Since the cob-
point of the western observers scans the right wing of the
shock front as the shock reaches them, VR decreases to
lower values than for the central meridian observers. Such
values are ordered in latitudinal distance from the nose of
the shock, that is the closer the observer in latitude with
respect to the nose of the shock the higher the obtained
value of VR. In order to understand this, note that if we
measure the coordinates of the observers with respect to
a XY plane tilted 22 northward the equatorial plane, i.e.,
containing the direction of the nose of the shock, the posi-
tions of the N37W45, N22W45 and N07W45 observers are
N20W37, N06W41 and S09W45, respectively.
For the N07 and N022 eastern events (dashed and dot-
ted lines, respectively, in the right panel in Fig. 5) VR fol-
lows a different evolution from the western and central
meridian events. For these observers, VR increases with
time because their magnetic connection is established, in
longitude, far from the nose of the shock along the left
wing, starting from E53 and E52 locations. As for the wes-
tern events, the values of VR are organized with increasing
separation in latitude from the nose of the shock. Thenorthern observer, instead, is connected closer to the cen-
tral part of the shock from the beginning, at N20E38.
Therefore, the observer is connected to a central region
of the shock front and of the downstream region, as sug-
gested by the downstream magnetic field evolution for this
observer (top right panel of Fig. 4) which is similar to those
of the central meridian events.
To visualize and quantify the influence of the latitude
factor on SEP events, through the evolution of VR already
commented, we use the particle transport model developed
by Lario et al. (1998) to produce synthetic SEP flux pro-
files, as measured by the nine observers formerly described.
The details of the model can be found elsewhere (e.g., Lario
et al., 1998; Aran et al., 2007) and the values adopted for
the description of the interplanetary particle transport
and other features of the model can be found in Aran
et al. (2006). The relevant point, at what makes the differ-
ence in the simulated SEP flux profiles, is the source func-
tion term Q of the transport equation (Eq. (1) of Lario
et al. (1998)). As we assume a functional dependence
Q ¼ QðVRÞ, the evolution of VR described in Fig. 5, for
different observers, directly translates into an evolution of
Q and, therefore, in a variety of SEP flux profiles (with
no other change of any feature or parameter of the model).
Left panel of Fig. 6 shows two sets of SEP flux profiles
for the three central meridian observers at different lati-
tudes (identified as in Fig. 5) located at 86 R, for 1 and
32 MeV proton energies. The onset of the event shows
velocity dispersion for the two energies considered, as
expected. At a given energy, there are also small time differ-
ences in the onset of each profile because, depending on the
latitude, the magnetic connection between the shock and
the observer occurs at slightly different time and place.
Moreover, the shock passage also varies with the latitude
(both aspects have been previously commented in this sec-
Fig. 6. Simulated SEP time-intensity profiles derived from the Lario et al. (1998) model, after using the VR-values obtained. Left panel: profiles observed
for the three W00 observers, located at 86 R and at different latitudes (see labels and text), for 1-MeV and 32-MeV protons. Right panel: SEP profiles as
in the right panel, but for the three E30 observers at different latitudes, for 1-MeV protons, and for three W45 observers, for 32-MeV protons.
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important flux variations. For example, the value of VR
for the N22W00 and N07W00 observers after 3 h is
roughly constant (4 for the first and 2.4 for the second;
see Fig. 5). This difference in the VR values translates, by
means of the adopted QðVRÞ relation, into an injection rate
of about six times higher in the cobpoint of the N22W00
observer than in the case of the N07W00 observer. Hence,
their respective flux profiles (dotted and dashed traces in
left panel of Fig. 6) show similar differences in their evolu-
tion as for Q during this period. As a result of the evolution
of VR it derives that the closer the observer’s latitude is to
the shock nose latitude, the larger is the attained proton
flux; it could be a factor 10 during several hours after the
prompt phase of the event (e.g., dotted and solid traces).
Right panel of Fig. 6 shows two other sets of synthetic
SEP intensity–time profiles for observers located at the
same latitudes shown in the left panel. The first set consists
of 1-MeV proton fluxes as seen by the three observers
located at E30 and the second set shows 32-MeV proton
fluxes for the three observers located at W45. Both sets
measure proton fluxes less intense than the corresponding
fluxes for the observers placed at central meridian loca-
tions, mainly as a consequence of the different regions of
the front shock scanned by their cobpoints and hence,
the different evolution of VR. Again, note that the change
in latitude in the position of a western observer could lead
to a difference in the peak intensity ratio (attained at the
prompt phase of the event) of one order of magnitude.5. Conclusions
We have developed a procedure to automatically deter-
mine the location of the cobpoint, the corresponding shock
normal and the downstream point for three-dimensional
simulations. We have applied this procedure to nine
observers located at 0.4 AU, at vantage points with dif-
ferent heliocentric longitudes and latitudes by using a 3DMHD model to simulate the propagation of a CME-driven
shock up to 100 R.
We have analyzed the evolution of the magnetic field
intensity, number density and radial velocity for these
observers discussing the relevance of the latitude of the
observer, a factor scarcely commented and quantitatively
not addressed in numerical simulations of SEP events. At
present, practically all efforts in that sense have been focused
in the longitude (or heliolongitude) component, mainly
because: (i) themainbodyof observations comes from space-
craft located near 1 AUandnear to the ecliptic plane; and (ii)
3D modeling of SEP events is a complex and computer
demanding task hardly affordable, even nowadays.
We have studied the evolution of the normalized radial
velocity jump, VR, for these nine observers, showing that:
(i) MHD simulations of shocks have to include the evolu-
tion of the plasma variables and magnetic field close to
the Sun (i.e., below 18 R), since the strength of the shock,
represented here by VR, rapidly decreases with radial dis-
tance, and hence, the efficiency of the shock as particle
accelerator (especially important at high energies); and
(ii) the VR also depends on the latitude, not only on the
longitude. Therefore, 3D models should take into account
the influence of the variations of the plasma variables at the
shock front with latitude.
We have presented examples of the importance of the lat-
itude of the observer with respect to the approaching CME-
driven shock, by synthesizing several SEP flux profiles,
within the frame of our shock-and-particle model. Peak
intensities (and also fluences) could largely change - up to
one order of magnitude – for observers at vantage points
with the same longitude but different latitudes. In short,
the latitude factor is relevant for space weather forecasting
purposes and, therefore, it deserves further attention.Acknowledgments
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